To Book a trip call 270-703-6133 or visit our website
www.kicknbass.net
Friday October 25th, 2013

Fall Crappie Fishing is HOT on the Kick’n Bass Pontoon.
Book Your Trip NOW!

(Photo L) Now there’s one happy bunch! Robbie Hand from Tennessee (center back row) and his
extended family enjoyed a great crappie fishing trip on the Kick’n Bass pontoon. (Photo R) John Rollins
(R) and his group from Illinois had another great trip catching crappie on the Pontoon.
(Photo Left)
The Harris
Group from
Tennessee with
some big ones.
A Special thanks
to Zen Harris,
90 years young,
who showed the
group how to
get ‘er done
fishing from the
Kick’n Bass
pontoon.

(Photo L) The Mark Sava Group from Chicago.
These guys have fun no matter what they do.
We had a fun filled time with them and everyone
caught some real nice crappie fishing from the
Pontoon.

If family fishing is your thing or just
getting a group together to fellowship
then the Kick’n Bass Pontoon is for you!
Have a Kick’n Good Time !

Get Your Family or Friends
Together. Corporate or
Company Trip Packages
Available Too!

Book Your Trip Now!
Contact rk@kicknbass.net or call 270-703-6133

Lake Conditions
Lake Levels … Both lakes are right at winter pool. Avoid shallow areas and use the channel markers
wisely as they are there for a reason. For additional info, including generation schedule for Kentucky
Lake, visit the TVA website: http://www.tva.gov/lakes/kyh_r.htm

Water Clarity and Temperature … The water clarity in both lakes is ideal for fishing. Some areas
are clearer than others but overall water quality is looking real good. Surface water temps fluctuate
during the day starting around 61 degrees after a cool night and warming several degrees by the
afternoon.

Weather Outlook
Friday...Sunny. Widespread frost in the morning. Highs around 50. North winds 5 mph.
Friday Night...Clear in the evening then becoming partly cloudy. Lows around 30. Calm winds in the
evening becoming south 5 mph after midnight.
Saturday...Mostly sunny. Highs in the upper 50s.
Saturday Night...Partly cloudy. Lows in the lower 40s.
Sunday...Mostly sunny. Highs in the lower 60s.
Sunday Night...Partly cloudy. Lows in the lower 40s. Highs in the mid 60s.
Monday...Partly cloudy. Lows in the lower 40s. Highs in the mid 60s.
Monday Night...Partly cloudy with a 20 percent chance of showers. Lows around 50.
Tuesday...Mostly cloudy with a chance of showers and a slight chance of thunderstorms. Highs in the
upper 60s. Chance of precipitation 30 percent.
Tuesday Night...Mostly cloudy with a 50 percent chance of showers and thunderstorms. Lows in the
upper 50s.
Wednesday...Cloudy with a 50 percent chance of showers and thunderstorms. Highs in the upper 60s.

Prime Feeding Times for Kentucky & Barkley Lakes
Date

Temps

Sun Data

Moon Data

Moon Phase

Major Times

Minor Times

Prediction

62%

5:42 AM - 7:42 AM

12:47 PM - 1:47 PM

Average

Overhead: 5:42 AM

Waning

6:05 PM - 8:05 PM

11:24 PM - 12:24 AM

Underfoot: 6:05 PM

Gibbous

50%

6:28 AM - 8:28 AM

--:-- - --:--

Overhead: 6:28 AM

Last

6:51 PM - 8:51 PM

1:25 PM - 2:25 PM

Underfoot: 6:51 PM

Quarter

43%

7:13 AM - 9:13 AM

12:18 AM - 1:18 AM

Overhead: 7:13 AM

Waning

7:36 PM - 9:36 PM

2:00 PM - 3:00 PM

Underfoot: 7:36 PM

Crescent

Rise: 11:24 PM
Friday

H: 50°

Rise: 7:10 AM

10/25/13

L: 29°

Set: 6:03 PM

Set: 12:47 PM

Rise: --:-Saturday

H: 59°

Rise: 7:11 AM

10/26/13

L: 29°

Set: 6:01 PM

Set: 1:25 PM

Average+

Rise: 12:18 AM
Sunday

H: 61°

Rise: 7:12 AM

10/27/13

L: 41°

Set: 6:00 PM

Set: 2:00 PM

Average

Rise: 1:14 AM
Monday

H: 65°

Rise: 7:13 AM

Set: 2:32 PM

34%

7:58 AM - 9:58 AM

1:14 AM - 2:14 AM

10/28/13

L: 40°

Set: 5:59 PM

Overhead: 7:58 AM

Waning

8:20 PM - 10:20 PM

2:32 PM - 3:32 PM

Underfoot: 8:20 PM

Crescent

Average+

Rise: 2:11 AM
Tuesday

H: 69°

Rise: 7:14 AM

Set: 3:05 PM

25%

8:42 AM - 10:42 AM

2:11 AM - 3:11 AM

10/29/13

L: 50°

Set: 5:58 PM

Overhead: 8:42 AM

Waning

9:05 PM - 11:05 PM

3:05 PM - 4:05 PM

Underfoot: 9:05 PM

Crescent

Average

Rise: 3:09 AM
Wednesday

H: 68°

Rise: 7:15 AM

Set: 3:37 PM

16%

9:27 AM - 11:27 AM

3:09 AM - 4:09 AM

10/30/13

L: 57°

Set: 5:57 PM

Overhead: 9:27 AM

Waning

9:50 PM - 11:50 PM

3:37 PM - 4:37 PM

Underfoot: 9:50 PM

Crescent

Average

Fishing the Fall Cold Fronts
Fall fishing can be fantastic here on Kentucky & Barkley Lakes. However, frontal systems and the
changes in weather they bring can wreak havoc on your catch. Knowing how fronts affect fish behavior
and feeding habits can mean the difference between success and failure.

Barometric Pressure and the affect it has on Fish … and Fishermen
All fish have a lateral line of sorts. As an example the lateral line on a Largemouth bass consists of a
series of pores that run from head to tail along the black side stripe. This line acts much like our inner
ear. The bass uses the lateral line to sense a change in pressure and when detected they adjust their air
bladder in order to maintain neutral buoyancy. It is times like this when Bass become lethargic, seek
deeper water and in general can be tough to catch. When a cold front comes thru, like it did this week,
it brought wind, rain and a major drop in barometric pressure and fish reacted to the change. The front
was quite a change to the clear stable weather we’d been enjoying. If you’ll remember a few days back
the stable weather coincided with the full moon and the Prime Feeding times were at their peak for the
month. We had days where the bass fed for long periods and at times in a frenzy and all of this good
fishing peaked just before the front hit. If you were on the water as I was I’m sure you experienced this
scenario too. There is no doubt in my mind, as I’ve experienced this situation many times, a bass will
feed up before the front and feed minimally after the front goes thru.

Knowing What to Expect and What Not to Do Can Help …
As a fishing guide I’m on the water daily and my clients and I can’t always pick and choose when they
can go fishing. Dates are booked in advance and none of us guides have a crystal ball. So invariably

we’re going to have to deal with fishing during some inclement weather and the effects of a cold front.
Actually knowing what to expect from a frontal passage and keeping an eye on the weather reports
helps me develop a game plan. Since experience has shown me what the fish are most likely NOT
going to do, I’ve got a pretty good idea of what I NEED to do. Here are some of the ways you can plan
ahead and make the most of your time on the water.
1). Plan to start fishing a little later in the morning. Usually the
temperatures and daylight warms us up a bit and get things
going. I know my clients and I feel better as the morning
progresses. Feeling good and being on your game is a good
thing.
2). Fish during the Prime Feeding Times. The Prime Feeding
Times are provided in my weekly fishing report, available thru
many online sources and printed in all major outdoor
publications. Fish & Game will be the most active during those
times. The PFT’s are there for a reason so use them. I make it
a habit to know when the Prime Feeding Times will occur and
make it a point to have my clients in high percentage areas
during those times. Increasing the odds in your favor is a good
thing.
3). Plan on fishing some protected water where wind is not as
great a factor. The water will be warmer and clearer there and fish will find their comfort zone. A
happy fish will be a more aggressive fish.
4). During the backside of a cold front you will be dealing with bluebird skies, sometime high winds and
extreme high pressure. Fish will not be willing to put out much effort to feed and chase a large fast
moving lure so smaller lures and subtle presentations are in order. Remember whether you’re using
artificials or live bait, small and slow is going to be your best bet. A Steel Shad blade bait, a PJ’s jig or
ZMan Shakey Head Finnesse worm crawled along the bottom are good choices at this time.
5). Fish deeper water adjacent to long tapering banks and points. If there is a ledge or deep under
water point nearby look for suspended fish that have pulled out to the end of the point or ledge. Use
your Lowrance High Definition System to pinpoint their location of these fish and a lot of times you will
find that they’re schooled up. Sometimes the fish will not necessarily be deeper but suspended over
deeper water with baitfish. A Steel Shad blade bait or an umbrella rig fished slowly is a good choice for
suspended fish at a time like this. Note: Be sure and check out the Sonar Tip Of The Week photo.
Let’s face it; the best time to go fishing is whenever you can. However, being armed with a little knowhow and having a game plan can stack the odds in your favor. I hope you find some value in the
information above and it helps you put more fish in the boat.

*** Fishing Report ***
Crappie Fishing …
Fishing has been a real bright spot for us again this week. I guess you can tell by the pictures, huh!
Each day we’ve managed to catch a nice mess of fish and our clients went home real happy and
promised to book again. Best method has been trolling crank baits from the Kick’n Bass Pontoon. I did
fish brush piles this week with curly tails in 8-12 feet of water with mixed success. It isn’t that the fish
weren’t there it’s that the crappie were on a real sluggish bite that day. Once the fronts move on and
we enter a more stable weather pattern I expect the crappie to get going real strong on brush.

Bass Fishing …
This week the bass fishing has gone from red hot to just fair. Earlier in the week we had favorable
weather and Prime Feeding Times and the bass bit at will. The weekend and Monday & Tuesday were
about as good as it could get. When you see bass mauling shad in 1-3 feet of water and you can’t do
anything about it because everyone in the boat is already hooked-up then you know you’re at the right
place at the right time! When the cold front arrived Wed. the fish backed out and once we got our
heads back in the game we did all right catch some fish in 8-12 feet in the creeks. The fish were bigger
but the numbers were way down. (If you haven’t already be sure and read the min-article about fishing
cold fronts in this report). The best locations late this week were the mini-flats in the bays. A mini-flat
is an area where a creek channel swings back and forth from the bank forming an underwater flat.
Specifically we’re looking for these areas mid-bay or even further back. Bass are feeding up on shad and
the shad are roaming the creek channels and flats adjacent to the creeks. Find an area like this, scan it
with your electronics and you’ll see what I’m talking about. Duplicate the pattern in other bays. Some
decent fish are showing up too!

Offshore Fishing … This pattern is feast or famine. We’ve caught some fish on the ledges on a
Steel Shad blade bait, a Shakey Head and a Drop Shot. Best depth was 10-15 feet on the break.
Something we tried again this week was to Drop Shot offshore humps in 18-25 feet using a double bait
rig. By placing two plastic baits about 24” apart, with one about a foot off the bottom and the other
about 3 feet off the bottom allowed us to keep the baits in the strike zone and catch a number of fish.
Once we found the fish on our HDS System we hovered over them and kept the lures in their face. A lot
of fish were caught suspended off the bottom about 3 feet deep. Low numbers but bigger fish.

Stripe Bass Fishing … We’ve caught a fair amount of fish at the mouths of the creeks and bays and

trolling on the main lake flats adjoining the Tennessee River Channel. A pretty good indication that fish
are in the area is the presence of white gulls. These birds like to take advantage of feeding on wounded
shad left behind by the schools of whites. A Steel Shad blade bait or Ken’s Hybrid Spinner are the
best lures for this type of fishing. Also stripes are schooling along main lake ledges. We used our
Lowrance HDS System to find these schools and when we did we really caught them sweeping the lures
sideways off the bottom.

Catfish … We didn’t fish specifically for cats this week but we did catch more than we should have.
Every day we caught several on Steel Shad blade baits when we were fishing for bass. I can’t imagine
what it would be like it we concentrated our efforts on just cat fishing. Over the last two weeks at the
cleaning stations, I’ve seen more folks cleaning catfish than any other species. We’ve caught them
shallow fishing for bass, on crank baits trolling for crappie and when bass fishing the ledges. It must be
a cat fish world right now. Kind of wished I had a few more folks that wanted to catfish.

*** November is Sonar Class Month! ***
Last Year we did more classes in November than any month of
the year. Now is the time to have your system tuned and
programmed. Learn to use your system and practice while
weather and fishing is still favorable.

Call and book Your Class NOW! 270-703-6133

Kick’n Bass Sonar Tip of the Week …
Using Technology to Become a Better Fisherman!

While my clients and I have been spending a fair amount of time shallow we haven’t completely
abandoned deeper water in the bays, especially when we’re dealing with the November cold fronts we’ve
been having lately. We’re finding fish feeding in the deeper creeks, mainly during and right after a
frontal system passes. 10-12 feet seems to be the right depth and where the creek swings against a
chunk rock bank. My clients have been catching some really good fish too. The photo gives you a good
idea of exactly what I’m talking about. The screen shows a school of Largemouth bass aggressively
feeding on baitfish. We marked the location and worked a Steel Shad blade bait thru the school
catching 5 of the 8 bass shown on the screen with 3 of the fish being 4 pounders. Not huge fish but
anytime your clients catch fish like that on back to back to back casts it’s exciting for everyone. No
doubt, without our Lowrance HDS System no way would we have known that this opportunity even
existed.
Participate in Kick’n Bass “On the Water” sonar class and you’ll learn how to use modern technology to
find fishing hotspots like this and become a better fisherman. Get it right the first time. For your “On
the water Sonar Class” contact Lowrance Pro Staffer Randy Kuhens at rk@kicknbass.net or call 270703-6133

Here’s what some of our clients are saying about Kick’n Bass’
“On the Water” Sonar Class …
Randy, Very seldom is anything as good as advertised but I must admit that your class was the bomb!
I’m a stickler for details and the class covered everything from A to Z. Anyone that wants to get the
most out of their HDS system should do the class.
Paul Franklin – Germantown, Tn.

Randy, Your class was recommended to me by a friend of mine who did your class last year. It was
better than advertised. Now I feel I can use my system and it will definitely help me become a better
fisherman. The class was well worth my time and investment.
Don Shanklin – Freemont, OH.
Randy, As you know I fish Lake Erie and
traditionally we make long runs to find fish. It’s
what we’ve always done and we all like to fish
“our spots” and we endure wind and huge
waves to do so. After taking your class I
decided to take your advice and look at the lake
from a clean sheet approach. Specifically I
used the electronic topo map to identify
potential hot spots and then looked them over
with my Sructurescan. I’m happy to say that
this really does work! I found places within 3
miles of the launch ramp that were loaded with
bass. I wouldn’t say that I’ll never make those
long runs again but your class definitely got me
to thinking and has changed my approach to
fishing Erie. Plus I’ll save on fuel and my rear
end won’t be so sore anymore from those long runs in big waves.
P.S. Check out the photo … Lots of bass and easy to catch with drop shot!
Lenny Davis – Dayton, OH..

Read the owner’s manual or watched a DVD and still baffled? Let’s clear
up your Sonar confusion. Have your unit(s) programmed and optimized
by someone who depends on the HDS technology daily. Together we can
make your system more user friendly and you’ll get more out of your
system.
Remember … The first step in our “On the Water Sonar Class” is to perform an inspection of
your system to make sure the installation has been done to factory specs and all components
are installed in the proper location. If adjustments are needed we can have them made prior to
beginning your class. Doing so assures you that your system will perform at a high level and
you’ll get the most out of your time on the water.

The “On the Water Sonar Class” is a one on one, hands on, in
your boat using your electronics instruction that will take your
understanding and know-how to another level. We get it and
you will too!

Kick’n Bass’ 7 Essential Steps to
Simplify Using Your HDS System.
Kick’n Bass will perform the following …
1. Complete a detailed inspection on your system to certify the installation has
been done to factory specs. (If adjustments are required technicians are

2.
3.

4.
5.
6.

7.

available to fine tune your system prior to beginning your class. Doing so
assures you that your system will perform at an optimum level and you’ll get the
most out of your time on the water).
Check all network settings for compatibility and make adjustments if needed.
Program the individual screens and install the overlay data that is best suits the
type fishing you do. Example: Depth, Water Temp, Time, etc. Eliminate
unwanted, non-practical on screen clutter that hampers using your unit to its
maximum potential.
Arrange the screens so that going from page to page is orderly and nonconfusing. You’ll become familiar with the screens and commands and what
they’ll do for you.
Dial in Sonar and Structure Scan Graphics and choose appropriate Pallette for
the lakes you fish.
Demonstrate the art of waypoint management. No more cluttered maps with
useless or unproductive waypoints. You’ll learn to identify which locations are
waypoint worthy and how to go back to those locations without ever assigning a
waypoint. You’ll assign a waypoint once you are satisfied the location is worth
saving.
Demo the unit so you’ll be able to take advantage of its fish finding capabilities.
You’ll learn to identify shell beds, submerged stumps, brush piles, ledges, game
fish species and more.
As a bonus Kick’n Bass will help you learn to read an electronic topo map and
find “places of interest” that could be potential fishing hot spots.

*** Ranger Boat for Sale ***

This boat belongs to Jason Sealock, VP of Wired2Fish.com and has been well taken care of and
maintained. Used but never abused. The boat handles and runs just like new. Jason has made a
commitment on a new boat and this one has to go. Here are the particulars.

Boat Model
2008 Ranger Z520 Dual Console in 40th Anniversary colors
Ranger Trail Trailer
Dual Axle. Tires bought Oct 2012
Boat Motor
2009 Evinrude ETEC 250 HO with new Magnum lower unit
Warranty until Feb 2014
Boat Engine has approximately 360 hours on it
Majority of hours at idle speeds (report available)
Compression good on all cylinders (report available)
Electronics
(2) Lowrance HDS Touch units. Touch 9 on console and Touch 7 on bow
Lowrance HD Structure Scan direct connected to units
NMEA 2000 System
T-H Marine 2-Way Boat Alarm
Lowrance Point-1 Antenna
Lowrance LWX-1 / Sirius Satellite Weather
Electronics wired on own power switch
Kick’n Bass Bow Mount Sonar Bracket at bow
Large Ram Mount at console
Optional Equipment
Minn Kota 8-Foot Talons (2)
Minn Kota Fortrex 24v 80lb trolling Motor w/ G-Force Handle
Minn Kota 3-Bank 330D Digital Battery Charger
Size 31 AGM Cranking Battery
Brand new Seat Skins
Remote Oil fill

Someone will be getting a very good boat at a heck of a price!
Priced for Quick Sale …

$32,500

Serious Inquiries only, please!
Contact Jason Sealock direct at jbsgator@gmail.com

